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What is new physics BSM ?

Based on theoretic argument or experimental 
evidence, speculated new particle or new dynamics 
that is not covered in the existing Standard Model

What is the next “God Particle”?
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God Particle
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Which Xian (仙: God in Chinese) the Higgs 

boson is ?

We know that the Higgs field is everywhere 
including SJTU.
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My Choice

Higgs: 

It can give masses to 12 particles or 93 degrees 
of freedom

12 < 72 < 93
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Beyond the God Particle
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Who is Master Tang ?
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Figure 8.1: A contour map of the Higgs potential, for a typical case with tan ! ! " cot" ! 10.
The minimum of the potential is marked by +, and the contours are equally spaced equipotentials.
Oscillations along the shallow direction, with H0

u/H
0
d ! 10, correspond to the mass eigenstate h0, while

the orthogonal steeper direction corresponds to the mass eigenstate H0.
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Figure 8.2: Contributions to the MSSM lightest Higgs mass from top-quark and top-squark one-loop
diagrams. Incomplete cancellation, due to soft supersymmetry breaking, leads to a large positive
correction to m2

h0 in the limit of heavy top squarks.

basis and with masses m!t1 , m!t2 much greater than the top quark mass mt, one finds a large positive
one-loop radiative correction to eq. (8.1.20):
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This shows that mh0 can exceed the LEP bounds.
An alternative way to understand the size of the radiative correction to the h0 mass is to consider

an e"ective theory in which the heavy top squarks and top quark have been integrated out. The quartic
Higgs couplings in the low-energy e"ective theory get large positive contributions from the the one-loop
diagrams of fig. 8.3. This increases the steepness of the Higgs potential, and can be used to obtain the
same result for the enhanced h0 mass.

An interesting case, often referred to as the “decoupling limit”, occurs when mA0 # mZ . Then
mh0 can saturate the upper bounds just mentioned, with m2

h0 ! m2
Z cos2(2!)+ loop corrections. The

particles A0, H0, and H± will be much heavier and nearly degenerate, forming an isospin doublet that
decouples from su#ciently low-energy experiments. The angle " is very nearly !"#/2, and h0 has the
same couplings to quarks and leptons and electroweak gauge bosons as would the physical Higgs boson
of the ordinary Standard Model without supersymmetry. Indeed, model-building experiences have
shown that it is not uncommon for h0 to behave in a way nearly indistinguishable from a Standard
Model-like Higgs boson, even if mA0 is not too huge. However, it should be kept in mind that the
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Figure 8.3: Integrating out the top quark and top squarks yields large positive contributions to the
quartic Higgs coupling in the low-energy e"ective theory, especially from these one-loop diagrams.
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Natural SUSY Spectrum
Dimopoulos and Giudice, 1995

Cohen, Kaplan and Nelson, 1996
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“Stop” (or the “top partner” in other models) is an 
important particle to cancel the SM particle radiative 
corrections to the Higgs boson mass

It could be lighter than other particles in the MSSM and 
could be “Master Tang”
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Direct Production of Stops
The signal is ttbar+MET
Early work:               ......
                               Meade and Reece, hep-ph/0601124
                               Kong and Park, hep-ph/0703057
                               Han, Mahbubani, Walker, Wang, 0803.3820

                               ......
Endpoints:                 YB, Cheng, Gallichio, Gu, 1203.4813
                               Killic and Tweedie, 1211.6106
Spin-correlations:      Han, Katz, Krohn, Reece, 1205.5808
Top-tagging:              Plehn, Spannowsky, Takeuchi, 1205.2696
                               Kaplan, Rehermann, Stolarski, 1205.5816
                               Dutta, Kamon, Kolev, Sinha, Wang, 1207.1893
Shapes of missing Et:  Alves, Buckley, Fox, Lykken, Yu, 1205.5805
Topness:                   Graesser and Shelton, 1212.4495

                               ......
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Search for Vanilla Stops

Background: ttbar in the 
dileptonic channel

Figure 2: The Feynman diagram for the tt̄ background in the (dominant) dileptontic channel. The
dashed lines represent missing particles at colliders, including a lost lepton that would otherwise
exclude it as a background to our semileptonic stop signal.

backgrounds. Our observables for the leading leptonic background are the 2 b-jets + one lepton

+ Emiss
T subsystem. In fact, the next-to-leading dominant semileptonic tt̄ background also contains

exactly the same subsystem if one disregards the jets from the W decay, so they may be used to bound

this background too. On the other hand, the t̃ t̃! signal has the additional missing energy source from

the missing !̃ particles. Consequently the corresponding variables can take larger values.

In all MT2-type variables, a minimization is performed over all possible ways of dividing "Emiss
T

between the two decay chains. More explicitly, the minimization is over all possible pairs of 4-momenta,

each with an assumed mass, whose vector sum has transverse components that match "Emiss
T . The

di!erence between variables comes in the assignment of visible and missing momentum to the two

decay chains, along with invariant mass or MT constraints imposed on the hidden 4-momenta. In the

following, we define three MT2-type variables with background endpoints roughly at the top mass.

These new variables are not expected to be completely independent, so their performances will be

evaluated in the next section.

The first variable is basically the MT2 of the tt̄ ! bW+b̄W" subsystem, which is denoted as M b
T2.

Interpreted in the original MT2 context, it assumes a “missing on-shell W” on each side of the decay

chain. Since the lepton momentum results from the W decay, we add it to the "Emiss
T . It is defined as

M b
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where the W mass is assigned for both pT1 and pT2 and jet masses of pb1 and pb2 are calculated from
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Signal: ttbar+MET (one 
lepton + jets + MET)

mt̃1 � mt +m�̃0
1

1

1 Introduction
The standard model (SM) has been extremely successful at describing particle physics phenom-
ena. However, it suffers from such shortcomings as the hierarchy problem, where fine-tuned
cancellations of large quantum corrections are required in order for the Higgs boson to have
a mass at the electroweak symmetry breaking scale of order 100 GeV [1–6]. Supersymmetry
(SUSY) is a popular extension of the SM that postulates the existence of a superpartner for ev-
ery SM particle, with the same quantum numbers but differing by one half unit of spin. SUSY
provides a natural solution to the hierarchy problem through the cancellations of the quadratic
divergences of the top quark and scalar top squark loops. In addition, it provides a connec-
tion to the cosmological sector, with the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP), if neutral and
stable, serving as a dark matter candidate.

This note describes a search for the pair production of top squarks using the full dataset col-
lected at

p
s = 8 TeV by the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment [7] at the Large

Hadron Collider (LHC) during 2012, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 19.5 fb�1.
The results presented here constitute an extension of a previous CMS search [8]. This search
is motivated by the observation that relatively light top squarks, with masses less than several
hundred GeV, are necessary if SUSY is to be the “natural”, i.e., not fine-tuned, solution to the
gauge hierarchy problem [9–13]. These constraints are especially relevant given the recent dis-
covery of a particle that closely resembles the Higgs boson, with a mass of ⇠125 GeV [14–16].
Searches for top-squark pair production have also been performed by the ATLAS collaboration
at the LHC in several final states [17–21], and by the CDF [22] and D0 [23] collaborations at the
Tevatron.

The search presented here focuses on two decay modes of the top squark (t̃): t̃ ! tec0
1 and t̃ !

bec+
1 . These modes are expected to have large branching fractions if kinematically accessible.

Here the neutralinos (ec0) and charginos (ec±) are the mass eigenstates formed by the linear
combination of the gauginos and higgsinos, fermionic superpartners of the gauge and Higgs
bosons, respectively. The charginos are unstable and subsequently decay into neutralinos and
W bosons, leading to the following processes of interest: pp ! t̃t̃⇤ ! ttec0

1 ec0
1 ! bbW+W� ec0

1 ec0
1

and pp ! t̃t̃⇤ ! bbec+
1 ec�

1 ! bbW+W� ec0
1 ec0

1, as displayed in Fig. 1. The lightest neutralino ec0
1

is considered to be the stable LSP, which escapes without detection and results in large missing
transverse energy (Emiss

T ).

The signatures in the t̃ ! tec0
1 and t̃ ! bec+

1 decay modes include four high transverse mo-
mentum (pT) jets, two of which are from bottom quarks, and Emiss

T . The requirement of exactly
one isolated, high pT electron or muon serves to suppress many of the backgrounds present in
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Figure 1: Diagram for top-squark pair production for the t̃ ! tec0
1 ! bWec0

1 decay mode (left)
and the t̃ ! bec+

1 ! bWec0
1 decay mode (right).
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YB, Cheng, Gallichhio, Gu, 1203.4813, JHEP 1207 (2012) 110

Reduce the ttbar Backgroundwhich is more sensitive to this background topology because of the additional kinematic information

applied in the definition. Specifically, the variable MW
T2 (where the superscript W represents the on-

shell intermediate W information is included when combining lepton and neutrino) can no longer be

cast into the “maximum of two side’s MT ” form, but is instead defined directly as the minimization 5

MW
T2 = min
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Figure 5: Schematic of MW
T2, along with its signal and background event distributions. Here all of the

information is used, including theW -on-shell mass condition on both sides. As with the other variables,
p2 is the entire missing on-shell W , but p1 is the neutrino that gets paired with the visible lepton to
form the other on-shell W . All the events in the plot have Emiss

T > 150 GeV and MT > 100 GeV. The
events with no compatible top mass under 500GeV are placed in the last bin.

The diagram, along with signal and background distributions are shown in Fig. 5. We use the same

method as before to pick the two b-jets, and a method similar to that for M b!
T2 is used to choose which

b-jet gets paired with the visible lepton. Calculating this variable can be done e!ciently in a similar

way as the MT2 calculation in Ref. [47] by generalizing the method there to this case. For perfect

measurements, this variable for the dileptonic tt̄ backgrounds is less than the true top quark mass

since the top mass should be compatible with all background events. On the other hand, the signal

events do not need to satisfy such a bound, because of its di"erent topology and additional missing

massive particles "̃. For some of the signal events we may not even be able to find a compatible

mass because we apply the variable to a wrong topology with the wrong mass-shell conditions. The

5The programs for calculating all new variables defined in this paper can be downloaded at
https://sites.google.com/a/ucdavis.edu/mass/
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Concentrating on background
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YB, Cheng, Gallichhio, Gu, 1203.4813, JHEP 1207 (2012) 110

Reduce the ttbar Background

Minimum Cuts mstop = 500GeV
Emiss

T me! MW
T2 M b

T2 M bl
T2 S20fb!1 B20fb!1 S/B !

(150) - - - - 34.0 738.4 0.05 1.23
303 - - - - 11.4 16.6 0.69 2.49
303 659 - - - 11.4 16.1 0.70 2.50
299 709 172 - - 9.8 6.2 1.59 3.19
291 743 - 163 - 7.9 3.6 2.21 3.20
300 708 - - 170 9.4 5.6 1.69 3.20
291 742 173 123 109 9.0 4.4 2.04 3.34

Minimum Cuts mstop = 600GeV
Emiss

T me! MW
T2 M b

T2 M bl
T2 S20fb!1 B20fb!1 S/B !

(150) - - - - 16.7 738.4 0.02 0.60
377 - - - - 4.5 3.0 1.49 2.04
345 696 - - - 6.1 6.3 0.97 2.05
337 727 168 - - 5.9 3.0 2.01 2.66
337 726 - - 168 5.8 2.7 2.17 2.69
333 740 - 157 - 5.3 2.1 2.59 2.73
332 741 168 148 91 5.5 2.1 2.67 2.81

Table 2: Cuts optimized for significance to discover 500GeV and 600GeV stops with 100GeV neu-
tralinos for 20 fb!1 at 7TeV. Again, all runs began with Emiss

T > 150GeV and include a fixed
MT > 150GeV cut (not shown), where there are 2115 and 1938 simulated events for 500 GeV and
600 GeV stops and the same number of background events as in Table 1. Cuts on Emiss

T and MW
T2 still

do almost as well as optimization over all variables, but here these additional cuts can improve S/B.

paper. So, the systematic errors for the actual experimental searches can further reduced.

We also tried a few small variations of these new variables and did not obtain better results.

For example, in M b
T2, using zero mass for W , or not adding the lepton momentum to Emiss

T yields

very similar results, and these variations are more than 95% correlated. Assuming the transverse

momentum of the missing neutrino from the W decay is in the same direction as that of the observed

lepton gives a worse result, since the W bosons in the background events are in general not highly

boosted. An MT2 variable motivated by the signal topology by combining one b-jet with the lepton

and the other b-jet with two non-b-jets also does not help. Our results indicate that if one wants to

choose a minimal set of variables for the semileptonic channel search of the stop direct production for

a wide range of the stop mass, the set (Emiss
T , MT , MW

T2) (even without me!) can achieve nearly the

maximal discriminant power of combining many di!erent variables.

11

Both ATLAS and CMS have obtained our c++ code of 
variables and performed a search using our method
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ATLAS-CONF-2013-037

Used in ATLAS and CMS Searches
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Figure 6: Expected (black dashed) and observed (red solid) 95% CL excluded region (under the curve)
in the plane of m!̃01 vs. mt̃1 , assuming B(t̃1 ! t!̃01) = 100%. All uncertainties except the theoretical signal
cross-section uncertainties are included. The contours of the yellow band around the expected limit are
the ±1" results. The dotted red lines around the observed limit illustrate the change in the observed limit
as the nominal signal cross-section is scaled up and down by the theoretical uncertainty. For comparison
the light grey dashed line shows the expected exclusion limit of the ATLAS stop 1-lepton search on
13 fb"1 [24].

limits, especially for the t̃1 ! b + !̃±1 decay scenario and for the t̃1 ! t + !̃01 decay scenario near the
mt̃1 ! mt + m!̃01 diagonal.

Figure 9 compares the upper cross section limits at 95% CL for a fixed LSP mass of 50GeV —
which covers a large range of possible top squark masses and also covers quite nicely all three SRtN
signal regions — obtained for signal models where t̃1 is purely t̃L or mostly (# 70%) t̃R. The mostly-t̃R
mixing composition is used for all other scenarios studied in this note. The weaker t̃L model exclusion
is mainly the result of a reduced lepton and mT acceptance. The acceptance is a!ected because the
polarization of the top quark changes as a function of the field content of the supersymmetric particles,
changing the boost of the lepton in the top quark decay. The excluded t̃1 mass reach of the t̃L model is
reduced by about 75GeV, for the assumed LSP mass.

Generic limits on beyond-SM contributions are derived from the same simultaneous fit as used for
calculating the CLs values but without signal model-dependent inputs — the generic signal model in-
cludes neither signal contamination in the control regions, nor experimental and theoretical signal sys-
tematic uncertainties. In the case of the shape fit, the generic signal model assumes, for each EmissT slice,
the presence of events only in the tightest mT bin, the signal being absent in the other bins. The resulting
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CMS PAS SUS-13-011
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Figure 11: Interpretations using the primary results from the BDT method for the (top left)
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1 model with chargino mass parameter (top right) x = 0.25,
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exclusion contours are indicated.
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couplings.

We can wait for the 14 TeV LHC results or explore other 
alternative options
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R-parity Violation

No missing energy. The current experimental 
constraints are much weaker. 

1

1 Introduction
The standard model (SM) has been extremely successful at describing particle physics phenom-
ena. However, it suffers from such shortcomings as the hierarchy problem, where fine-tuned
cancellations of large quantum corrections are required in order for the Higgs boson to have
a mass at the electroweak symmetry breaking scale of order 100 GeV [1–6]. Supersymmetry
(SUSY) is a popular extension of the SM that postulates the existence of a superpartner for ev-
ery SM particle, with the same quantum numbers but differing by one half unit of spin. SUSY
provides a natural solution to the hierarchy problem through the cancellations of the quadratic
divergences of the top quark and scalar top squark loops. In addition, it provides a connec-
tion to the cosmological sector, with the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP), if neutral and
stable, serving as a dark matter candidate.

This note describes a search for the pair production of top squarks using the full dataset col-
lected at

p
s = 8 TeV by the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment [7] at the Large

Hadron Collider (LHC) during 2012, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 19.5 fb�1.
The results presented here constitute an extension of a previous CMS search [8]. This search
is motivated by the observation that relatively light top squarks, with masses less than several
hundred GeV, are necessary if SUSY is to be the “natural”, i.e., not fine-tuned, solution to the
gauge hierarchy problem [9–13]. These constraints are especially relevant given the recent dis-
covery of a particle that closely resembles the Higgs boson, with a mass of ⇠125 GeV [14–16].
Searches for top-squark pair production have also been performed by the ATLAS collaboration
at the LHC in several final states [17–21], and by the CDF [22] and D0 [23] collaborations at the
Tevatron.

The search presented here focuses on two decay modes of the top squark (t̃): t̃ ! tec0
1 and t̃ !

bec+
1 . These modes are expected to have large branching fractions if kinematically accessible.

Here the neutralinos (ec0) and charginos (ec±) are the mass eigenstates formed by the linear
combination of the gauginos and higgsinos, fermionic superpartners of the gauge and Higgs
bosons, respectively. The charginos are unstable and subsequently decay into neutralinos and
W bosons, leading to the following processes of interest: pp ! t̃t̃⇤ ! ttec0

1 ec0
1 ! bbW+W� ec0

1 ec0
1

and pp ! t̃t̃⇤ ! bbec+
1 ec�

1 ! bbW+W� ec0
1 ec0

1, as displayed in Fig. 1. The lightest neutralino ec0
1

is considered to be the stable LSP, which escapes without detection and results in large missing
transverse energy (Emiss

T ).

The signatures in the t̃ ! tec0
1 and t̃ ! bec+

1 decay modes include four high transverse mo-
mentum (pT) jets, two of which are from bottom quarks, and Emiss

T . The requirement of exactly
one isolated, high pT electron or muon serves to suppress many of the backgrounds present in
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Figure 1: Diagram for top-squark pair production for the t̃ ! tec0
1 ! bWec0

1 decay mode (left)
and the t̃ ! bec+

1 ! bWec0
1 decay mode (right).
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Behave as a pair of dijet resonances
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Color Octet Particles

• Technipions or Technirho mesons      Eichten, Hinchliffe, Lane, Quigg ‘1984

• Partners of the QCD gluon:    

• Coloron in the top-color models         Hill ‘1991,  Chivukula, Cohen, Simmons, ‘1996

• KK-gluon in the extra-dimension models 
Appelquist, Cheng, Dobrescu ‘2000

Randall, Sundrum ‘1998

• New vector-like confining gauge group: Killic, Okui, Sundrum ‘2008

YB,  Martin, 1003.3006

• Model-independent studies: Manohar, Wise, ‘2006
Dobrescu, Kong, Mahbubani, ‘2007

• The famous gluino particle SUSY fans

YB, Dobrescu, 1012.5814
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Current Searches
5

to dijets, and they are compared with calculations for the coloron model [8] described above.
At 95% CL we exclude pair production of colorons with mass mC in the range 250 < mC <
740 GeV, assuming that colorons have flavor-universal couplings and decay only into qq [10].
Assuming the branching fraction of colorons into qq is reduced due to competition with a
C ! S8S8 channel where mS8 = 150 GeV and tan q = 0.3 (the suppression factor of gluon
coupling to qq compared with the analogous QCD coupling) [10], we exclude pair production
in the range 250 < mC < 580 GeV. This analysis is not sensitive to the pair-produced S8, where
the color-octet scalars decay exclusively to qq. We also compare the results with those of a
SUSY model for pair-produced stops, where the stops decay exclusively to qq and R-parity
is violated [13, 14]. The calculation is done at next-to-leading order (NLO) with next-to-NLO
corrections [33–37].

Table 1: The acceptances for the coloron and stop models after applying all selection criteria.
Most of the variation in the acceptance as a function of resonance mass is due to the jet pT
requirement.

mass [GeV] 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
coloron acceptance 0.4% 2.2% 5.2% 8.0% 9.6% 10.6% 11.6% 11.8% 12.1%

stop acceptance 0.9% 3.6% 7.9% 10.7% 12.9% — — — —
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Figure 3: The observed and expected 95% CL limits on the product of the resonance pair pro-
duction cross section, the square of the branching fraction to dijets, and the detector acceptance,
given by the solid and dot-dashed black curves, respectively. The shaded regions indicate the
1s and 2s bands around the expected limits. Predictions of a coloron model and a SUSY model
are also shown.

In summary, a search for pair production of a narrow dijet resonance has been performed with
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FIG. 5: Upper limit on signal production rate at 95% C.L.
Expected and observed upper limits on �(pp̄ ! Y Y !jjjj)
versus m

Y

in the non-resonant analysis shown in (a). Two
signal hypotheses are shown, see text for details. Observed
limits on �(pp̄ ! X ! Y Y !jjjj) versus m

X

and m
Y

shown
in (b). Circles indicate the true values of the parameters used
in each ensemble of simulated samples used to evaluate the
limits; intermediate values are interpolated.

sance parameters are not fit in the experiments. The
observed limits are consistent with expectation for the
background-only hypothesis. The resonant analysis is
very similar, but is done as a function of the X mass
hypothesis, fitting the four-jet mass distribution for the
most likely value of X production cross section, �

X

.

In the non-resonant case, this analysis sets limits on
coloron or stop-quark pair production, excluding 50-100
GeV/c2 and 50-125 /c2, respectively; see Table I and the
top of Fig. 5. The uncertainty on the theoretical cross-
section prediction comes from two sources summed in
quadrature. The first uncertainty is the envelope of the
PDF uncertainties from the cteq uncertainties and an
alternative PDF choice, mstw2008lo [26] (5% relative).
The second uncertainty comes from a variation of the
renormalization and factorization scales by a factor of
two in each direction from their default values of the
per-event mass scale. These theoretical uncertainties are
illustrated in Figure 5.

In the resonant case, this analysis excludes axi-gluon
(A) production leading to pairs of � particles and four-

TABLE I: Observed and expected 95% C.L. upper limits on
�(pp̄ ! Y Y !jj jj) for several values of m

Y

. Also shown
are theoretical predictions for coloron pair production [6, 7]
or stop-quark pair production with R-parity-violating decay
t̃ ! qq0 [27].

Mass Expected Observed Coloron Stop quarks
(GeV/c2) (pb) (pb) (pb) (pb)
50 240 250 320 570
70 75 62 180 100
90 8.2 5.9 62 26
100 11 17 37 15
125 14 11 11 4.4
150 37 46 3.7 1.5
200 4.5 2.0 0.60 0.25
250 2.7 1.5 0.11 5.4⇥ 10�2

300 2.0 3.0 2.9⇥ 10�2 1.3⇥ 10�2

400 1.1 1.5 1.7⇥ 10�3 7.2⇥ 10�4

500 0.3 0.3 8.5⇥ 19�5 3.6⇥ 10�5

TABLE II: Observed and expected 95% C.L. upper limits on
�(pp̄ ! X ! Y Y !jj jj) for several values of m

Y

and m
X

.
Also shown are theoretical predictions for axi-gluon produc-
tion assuming coupling to quarks of C

q

= 0.4 [5, 9].

m
X

m
Y

Expected Observed Axi-gluon
(GeV/c2) (GeV/c2) (pb) (pb) (pb)

150 50 641.2 431.1 5600
70 209.6 270.6

175 50 66.8 78.9 3500
70 111.5 163.9

200 50 13.8 9.5 2200
70 30.4 91.5
90 17.8 100.4

225 50 18.0 26.0 1750
70 20.7 25.0
90 20.9 25.3

250 50 6.2 2.0 1000
70 4.0 3.6
90 5.1 2.8

275 50 6.5 1.2 850
70 7.7 1.3
90 9.7 1.4

300 50 5.0 7.1 540
70 2.4 2.6
90 1.7 1.0
140 1.8 1.2

400 50 15.5 6.8 170
70 15.0 20.2
90 30.6 52.8
140 41.0 74.6
180 46.9 79.1

500 50 20.7 6.8 60
70 15.9 4.7
90 17.7 5.9
140 25.2 7.0
180 26.7 8.0
220 29.7 9.3

6 The ATLAS Collaboration: Search for massive coloured scalars with the ATLAS detector

Table 2. Comparison of the data in the signal region with the background prediction. The first column is the sgluon mass
hypothesis, the second column is the corresponding minimum p

T

requirement on the four jets, followed by the number of
observed data events in the signal region A (third column) and the number of predicted events using the ABCD method (fourth
column), where the first uncertainty given is statistical and the second systematic. The last column gives the p-value obtained
from a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test between the shapes of the reconstructed average mass distributions in regions A and B. Only
statistical uncertainties are considered in this test.

Sgluon Mass [GeV] p

min

T

[GeV] Data ABCD prediction Shape p-value(A,B)
150 80 102162 101100± 800± 2000 0.22
200 90 55194 54500± 600± 1100 0.10
250 105 23404 22500± 340± 500 0.28
300 120 11082 10640± 230± 210 0.24
350 135 5571 5330± 180± 110 0.70

Table 3. The systematic uncertainties on the signal due to the jet energy scale (JES), jet energy resolution (JER), initial and
final state radiation (ISR/FSR), the trigger e�ciency (Trigger), the Monte Carlo signal statistics (MC Statistics), the choice
of parton distribution functions (PDFs) and the integrated luminosity (Luminosity). The relative uncertainty of the signal
acceptance is given for the four regions and for a sgluon mass of 300GeV. The JES uncertainty is treated as asymmetric,
corresponding to upward and downward fluctuations of the JES. For the JER uncertainty, only an upward fluctuation of the
JER is considered, i.e. only a degradation of the JER, with respect to the nominal MC JER. The last column shows the expected
correlation among the four regions.

Systematic A B C D Correlation ABCD
JES +10%,–10% +11%,–11% +11%,–13% +15%,–10% 100%
JER +0%,–2% +0%,–7% +0%,–1% +0%,–2% 100%
ISR/FSR +3.5%,–3.5% +3.5%,–3.5% +3.5%,–3.5% +3.5%,–3.5% 100%
Trigger ±1% ±1% ±1% ±1% 100%
MC Statistics ±4% ±11% ±5% ±8% 0%
PDFs ±3% ±3% ±3% ±2% 0%
Luminosity ±3.9% ±3.9% ±3.9% ±3.9% 100%
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Fig. 4. Expected and observed 95% CL upper bounds on the
product of the scalar pair production cross-section and the
branching ratio to gluons as a function of the scalar mass using
the profile likelihood ratio as the test statistic. The predictions
of the sgluon and hyperpion pair production cross-section are
also shown as well as the observed limit from a previous ATLAS
search [11]. The sgluon cross section is at NLO [24].

Figure 4 shows the expected and observed 95% CL up-
per bounds on the product of the scalar pair production
cross-section and the branching ratio to gluons as a func-
tion of the scalar mass. For a mass of 150GeV (350GeV),
a limit of 70 pb (10 pb) on the scalar gluon pair produc-

tion cross-section at the 95% CL is obtained. The solid
line corresponds to the prediction of the sgluon pair pro-
duction cross-section at NLO [24], which is larger than
the leading order cross-section by a factor of about 1.6.
The hatched band indicates the systematic uncertainty
due to the choices of renormalisation and factorisation
scales. Due to this recent NLO calculation, the previously
unexcluded mass region around 140GeV [11] is now ex-
cluded by reinterpreting the limits obtained with the data
recorded in 2010. For the analysis of the data recorded
in 2011, sgluons with a mass from 150GeV to 287GeV
are excluded. The endpoint of the mass limit is defined as
the intersection of the cross-section limit with the NLO
cross-section minus one standard deviation of the theory
uncertainty.

The dashed line is the prediction for the hyperpion
cross-section of a compositeness model, obtained by rescal-
ing the sgluon cross-section according to the ratios from
Ref. [7]. Since the ratios were calculated at leading or-
der, this line should only be considered as an approximate
indication of the excluded mass region.

In summary, using 4.6 fb�1 of
p
s = 7TeV proton-

proton collision data, collected by the ATLAS detector,
four-jet events have been analysed to search for the pair
production of a new scalar particle decaying into two glu-
ons. The data in the signal region are in good agreement
with the data-driven background estimation. No evidence
for new phenomena is found. Cross-section times branch-
ing ratio limits as a function of the mass of the scalar par-
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Trigger Menu

(Unprescaled) Object Trigger Threshold (GeV)  Rate 
(Hz) 

Physics 

Single Muon 40  21 Searches 
Single Isolated muon 24 43 Standard Model 
Double muon (17, 8)  

[13, 8 for parked data] 
20 [30] Standard Model / Higgs 

Single Electron 80 8 Searches 
Single Isolated 
Electron 

27 59 Standard Model 

Double Electron  (17, 8) 8 Standard Model / Higgs 
Single Photon 150 5 Searches 
Double Photon  (36, 22) 7 Higgs 
Muon + Ele x-trigger (17, 8), (5, 5, 8), (8, 8, 8) 3 Standard Model / Higgs 
Single PFJet 320 9 Standard Model 
QuadJet 80 [50 for parked data] 8[100] Standard Model /Searches 
Six Jet (6 x 45), (4 x 60, 2 x 20) 3 Searches 
MET 120 4 Searches 
HT 750 6 Searches 

HLT Menu @ 6Hz/nb 

12 

S. Beauceron, CMS, ICHEP2012
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Initial State Radiation

1

1 Introduction
The standard model (SM) has been extremely successful at describing particle physics phenom-
ena. However, it suffers from such shortcomings as the hierarchy problem, where fine-tuned
cancellations of large quantum corrections are required in order for the Higgs boson to have
a mass at the electroweak symmetry breaking scale of order 100 GeV [1–6]. Supersymmetry
(SUSY) is a popular extension of the SM that postulates the existence of a superpartner for ev-
ery SM particle, with the same quantum numbers but differing by one half unit of spin. SUSY
provides a natural solution to the hierarchy problem through the cancellations of the quadratic
divergences of the top quark and scalar top squark loops. In addition, it provides a connec-
tion to the cosmological sector, with the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP), if neutral and
stable, serving as a dark matter candidate.

This note describes a search for the pair production of top squarks using the full dataset col-
lected at

p
s = 8 TeV by the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment [7] at the Large

Hadron Collider (LHC) during 2012, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 19.5 fb�1.
The results presented here constitute an extension of a previous CMS search [8]. This search
is motivated by the observation that relatively light top squarks, with masses less than several
hundred GeV, are necessary if SUSY is to be the “natural”, i.e., not fine-tuned, solution to the
gauge hierarchy problem [9–13]. These constraints are especially relevant given the recent dis-
covery of a particle that closely resembles the Higgs boson, with a mass of ⇠125 GeV [14–16].
Searches for top-squark pair production have also been performed by the ATLAS collaboration
at the LHC in several final states [17–21], and by the CDF [22] and D0 [23] collaborations at the
Tevatron.

The search presented here focuses on two decay modes of the top squark (t̃): t̃ ! tec0
1 and t̃ !

bec+
1 . These modes are expected to have large branching fractions if kinematically accessible.

Here the neutralinos (ec0) and charginos (ec±) are the mass eigenstates formed by the linear
combination of the gauginos and higgsinos, fermionic superpartners of the gauge and Higgs
bosons, respectively. The charginos are unstable and subsequently decay into neutralinos and
W bosons, leading to the following processes of interest: pp ! t̃t̃⇤ ! ttec0

1 ec0
1 ! bbW+W� ec0

1 ec0
1

and pp ! t̃t̃⇤ ! bbec+
1 ec�

1 ! bbW+W� ec0
1 ec0

1, as displayed in Fig. 1. The lightest neutralino ec0
1

is considered to be the stable LSP, which escapes without detection and results in large missing
transverse energy (Emiss

T ).

The signatures in the t̃ ! tec0
1 and t̃ ! bec+

1 decay modes include four high transverse mo-
mentum (pT) jets, two of which are from bottom quarks, and Emiss

T . The requirement of exactly
one isolated, high pT electron or muon serves to suppress many of the backgrounds present in
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Figure 1: Diagram for top-squark pair production for the t̃ ! tec0
1 ! bWec0

1 decay mode (left)
and the t̃ ! bec+

1 ! bWec0
1 decay mode (right).
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“Stop Jet”

1

1 Introduction
The standard model (SM) has been extremely successful at describing particle physics phenom-
ena. However, it suffers from such shortcomings as the hierarchy problem, where fine-tuned
cancellations of large quantum corrections are required in order for the Higgs boson to have
a mass at the electroweak symmetry breaking scale of order 100 GeV [1–6]. Supersymmetry
(SUSY) is a popular extension of the SM that postulates the existence of a superpartner for ev-
ery SM particle, with the same quantum numbers but differing by one half unit of spin. SUSY
provides a natural solution to the hierarchy problem through the cancellations of the quadratic
divergences of the top quark and scalar top squark loops. In addition, it provides a connec-
tion to the cosmological sector, with the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP), if neutral and
stable, serving as a dark matter candidate.

This note describes a search for the pair production of top squarks using the full dataset col-
lected at

p
s = 8 TeV by the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment [7] at the Large

Hadron Collider (LHC) during 2012, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 19.5 fb�1.
The results presented here constitute an extension of a previous CMS search [8]. This search
is motivated by the observation that relatively light top squarks, with masses less than several
hundred GeV, are necessary if SUSY is to be the “natural”, i.e., not fine-tuned, solution to the
gauge hierarchy problem [9–13]. These constraints are especially relevant given the recent dis-
covery of a particle that closely resembles the Higgs boson, with a mass of ⇠125 GeV [14–16].
Searches for top-squark pair production have also been performed by the ATLAS collaboration
at the LHC in several final states [17–21], and by the CDF [22] and D0 [23] collaborations at the
Tevatron.

The search presented here focuses on two decay modes of the top squark (t̃): t̃ ! tec0
1 and t̃ !

bec+
1 . These modes are expected to have large branching fractions if kinematically accessible.

Here the neutralinos (ec0) and charginos (ec±) are the mass eigenstates formed by the linear
combination of the gauginos and higgsinos, fermionic superpartners of the gauge and Higgs
bosons, respectively. The charginos are unstable and subsequently decay into neutralinos and
W bosons, leading to the following processes of interest: pp ! t̃t̃⇤ ! ttec0

1 ec0
1 ! bbW+W� ec0

1 ec0
1

and pp ! t̃t̃⇤ ! bbec+
1 ec�

1 ! bbW+W� ec0
1 ec0

1, as displayed in Fig. 1. The lightest neutralino ec0
1

is considered to be the stable LSP, which escapes without detection and results in large missing
transverse energy (Emiss

T ).

The signatures in the t̃ ! tec0
1 and t̃ ! bec+

1 decay modes include four high transverse mo-
mentum (pT) jets, two of which are from bottom quarks, and Emiss

T . The requirement of exactly
one isolated, high pT electron or muon serves to suppress many of the backgrounds present in
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Figure 1: Diagram for top-squark pair production for the t̃ ! tec0
1 ! bWec0

1 decay mode (left)
and the t̃ ! bec+

1 ! bWec0
1 decay mode (right).

For a large center-of-mass energy, stops are boosted

The way to go !

The two jets from its decay are collimated

We can use the high      triggerHT
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Preliminary Results 

YB, Katz, Tweedie; work in progress
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Blind Spot: not anymore
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Our strategy can be used to cover this mass region
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What are other “Xian Particles”

Dark Matter

“Jade Emperor Particle”
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What are other “Xian”

Dark Energy
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The Jade Emperor Particle 

Ordinary Matter 
15.5%

Dark Matter 84.5% From Planck 2013
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One Number to Explain

Most popular models:  “WIMP miracle”

⌦DM =
s0

⇢c

✓
45

⇡g⇤

◆1/2
xf

mpl

1

h�vi h�vi ⇡ 1 pb ⇡ ⇡↵2

8m2
DM

for mDM = 100 GeV

This could be just one option: 

dark matter is related to the electroweak scale

⌦
DM

⌦
Baryon

= m
DM

n
DM

m
p

np
⇡ 5 ⇠ 6
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The Second Option

nDM ⇠ np mDM ⇠ mp

The first condition can be satisfied by introducing 
some non-trivial number density history  

⌦
DM

⌦
Baryon

= m
DM

n
DM

m
p

np
⇡ 5 ⇠ 6

The dark matter could be like baryon from an 
asymmetry mechanism

The dark matter mass is related to the QCD scale
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If dark matter is a “dark baryon” from a new QCD-
like strong dynamics in the dark matter sector

⇤dQCD ⇠ ⇤QCD ?

Need to have QCD and dQCD gauge couplings 
related to each other
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Matter Content

Field SU(Nc)QCD SU(Nd)darkQCD multiplicity

SM fermion Nc 1 nfc

SM scalar Nc 1 nsc

DM fermion 1 Nd nfd

DM scalar 1 Nd nsd

joint fermion Nc Nd nfj

joint scalar Nc Nd nsj

Table 1: General matter content

1 Introduction

[1]

2 The Scale of Dark Matter

As we mentioned in the abstract, we are not only trying to explain the dark matter number density,

but also the dark matter mass to be close to the proton or baryon masses. We need to explain why

the dark matter mass is related to the QCD scale.

In light of the similarity of the baryon energy density and dark matter energy density, we as-

sume that a similar QCD-like dynamics exists in the dark matter sector. Neglecting the electroweak

symmetry, we have the gauge group to be

Ggauge = SU(Nc)QCD ! SU(Nd)dQCD . (1)

For simplicity, we only consider the case Nd = Nc = 3. To study the gauge coupling runnings, we

treat the Dirac fermion and complex scalar field representations as general first and make specific

choices later. Only introducing fundamental representations, we have the matter content to be At

two-loop level, the two gauge couplings gc and gd a!ect each other’s running. From Ref. [2], we have

the definition of the beta functions as

dgc
d(log µ)

= !c(gc, gd) ,
dgd

d(log µ)
= !d(gc, gd) . (2)
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Gauge Coupling Running

Field SU(Nc)QCD SU(Nd)darkQCD multiplicity

SM fermion Nc 1 nfc

SM scalar Nc 1 nsc

DM fermion 1 Nd nfd

DM scalar 1 Nd nsd

joint fermion Nc Nd nfj

joint scalar Nc Nd nsj

Table 1: General matter content

1 Introduction

[1]

2 The Scale of Dark Matter

As we mentioned in the abstract, we are not only trying to explain the dark matter number density,

but also the dark matter mass to be close to the proton or baryon masses. We need to explain why

the dark matter mass is related to the QCD scale.

In light of the similarity of the baryon energy density and dark matter energy density, we as-

sume that a similar QCD-like dynamics exists in the dark matter sector. Neglecting the electroweak
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Ggauge = SU(Nc)QCD ! SU(Nd)dQCD . (1)

For simplicity, we only consider the case Nd = Nc = 3. To study the gauge coupling runnings, we

treat the Dirac fermion and complex scalar field representations as general first and make specific

choices later. Only introducing fundamental representations, we have the matter content to be At

two-loop level, the two gauge couplings gc and gd a!ect each other’s running. From Ref. [2], we have

the definition of the beta functions as

dgc
d(log µ)
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dgd

d(log µ)
= !d(gc, gd) . (2)
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Here, the beta-functions are 1

!c(gc, gd) =
g3c

16"2

!

2

3
T (Rf ) 2(nfc +Nd nfj) +

1

3
T (Rs) (nsc +Nd nsj)!

11

3
C2(Gc)

"

+
g51

(16"2)2

!#

10

3
C2(Gc) + 2C2(Rf )

$

T (Rf ) 2 (nfc +Nd nfj)

+

#

2

3
C2(Gc) + 4C2(Rs)

$

T (Rs) (nsc +Nd nsj) !
34

3
C2
2 (Gc)

"

+
g3c g

2
d

(16"2)2
%

2C2(Rf )T (Rf ) 2Nd nfj + 4C2(Rs)T (Rs)Nd nsj

&

. (3)

The formula for !d is similar to !c by interchanging the indexes c " d. Here, C2(Gc) = Nc and

C2(Gd) = Nd are the quadratic Casimir of adjoint representations; C2(Rf ) = C2(Rs) = (N2
c,d !

1)/(2Nc,d) are the quadratic Casimir of fundamental representations; T (Rf ) = 1/2 and T (Rs) = 1/2.

We have checked and found that the electroweak gauge couplings and the top Yukawa coupling have

negligible e!ects on the QCD and dark QCD couplings in the infrared. Similarly to the Banks-Zaks

fixed point for a single gauge coupling and solving the equations with zero ! functions, we have the

perturbative infrared fixed points to be

#0
s # #0

s(nfc, nsc , nfd , nsd , nfj , nsj) ,

#0
d # #0

d(nfc , nsc , nfd , nsd , nfj , nsj) , (4)

with #i = g2i /4". Here, we assume that there is no masses for the fermions and scalars in Table 1

between the UV scale and a lower scale around TeV. So, we don’t need to worry about threshold

corrections at the current moment.

There is a large parameter space in terms of the numbers of di!erent representations. We impose

the following criteria to select a part of parameter space. Imagining the fixed values are reached

at around TeV, we need to have strong interaction strength to be not far from its value at MZ :

#s(MZ) = 0.1197 ± 0.0016 [3] and #(mt) = 0.108 []. We require 0.08 < #0
s < 0.10 and 0 < #0

d < 0.2.

Furthermore, we restrict to the parameter space with nfc $ 6, nfc , nfd , nfj % 10, 0 % nsc % 2,

0 % nsd , nsj % 1 and have the gauge theory to be asymptotic-free in the far UV. We found the

following values of infrared fixed points in Table 2.

For simplicity, we first assume a common scale M for all additional particles beyond the SM except

the fermions only charged under dark QCD. At the scale M , both QCD and dark QCD couplings take

their fixed point values. Below the scale M , they can have di!erent running according to their matter

1In Ref. [2], chiral fermions are used. In our notation, we use Dirac fermions, so there is an additional factor of two
for our notation.

2

c $ d for �d(gc, gd)
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Infrared Fixed Point

Here, the beta-functions are 1
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fixed point for a single gauge coupling and solving the equations with zero ! functions, we have the
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#0
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d # #0

d(nfc , nsc , nfd , nsd , nfj , nsj) , (4)

with #i = g2i /4". Here, we assume that there is no masses for the fermions and scalars in Table 1

between the UV scale and a lower scale around TeV. So, we don’t need to worry about threshold

corrections at the current moment.

There is a large parameter space in terms of the numbers of di!erent representations. We impose

the following criteria to select a part of parameter space. Imagining the fixed values are reached

at around TeV, we need to have strong interaction strength to be not far from its value at MZ :

#s(MZ) = 0.1197 ± 0.0016 [3] and #(mt) = 0.108 []. We require 0.08 < #0
s < 0.10 and 0 < #0

d < 0.2.

Furthermore, we restrict to the parameter space with nfc $ 6, nfc , nfd , nfj % 10, 0 % nsc % 2,

0 % nsd , nsj % 1 and have the gauge theory to be asymptotic-free in the far UV. We found the

following values of infrared fixed points in Table 2.

For simplicity, we first assume a common scale M for all additional particles beyond the SM except

the fermions only charged under dark QCD. At the scale M , both QCD and dark QCD couplings take

their fixed point values. Below the scale M , they can have di!erent running according to their matter

1In Ref. [2], chiral fermions are used. In our notation, we use Dirac fermions, so there is an additional factor of two
for our notation.

2

�c(gc, gd) = �d(gc, gd) = 0
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A Sample of Representations

nfc nfd nfj nsc nsd nsj !0
s !0

d M (GeV) mD (GeV)

6 6 3 1 0 0 0.083 0.120 1973 8.2

6 6 3 1 1 0 0.091 0.091 781 0.32

6 7 3 2 0 0 0.082 0.022 2244 ! 0

8 8 2 2 1 1 0.082 0.118 2244 1.2

9 9 2 1 0 0 0.092 0.126 704 0.15

9 9 2 1 1 0 0.097 0.097 431 0.0044

9 10 2 2 0 0 0.083 0.028 1973 ! 0

9 10 2 2 1 0 0.087 0.0068 1215 ! 0

6 6 2 3 3 3 0.094 0.094 575 0.32

7 7 2 2 1 2 0.090 0.133 869 3.5

8 8 2 2 1 1 0.0816 0.118 2365 1.23

Table 2: Infrared fixed point values for di!erent matter content. The scale M is the characteristic
scale for the matter fields charged under both gauge symmetries. (change text words)

content and initial gauge couplings at M . The masses of the fermions only charged under dark QCD

have been chosen to be zero. This choice is di!erent from the SM QCD charged fermions or quarks,

but is protected by the chiral symmetries associated with those fermions.

The scale M can then be determined by the QCD coupling running from mt to M . In Table 2,

we also show di!erent M ’s for di!erent matter content. The requirement of 0.08 < !0
s < 0.10 selects

the scale M to be O(TeV). We then calculate the dark QCD gauge coupling from the scale M to

a lower scale. Because the gauge coupling !d increases as the scale decreases, at a lower scale the

dark QCD coupling can be large enough to trigger the confinement and chiral symmetry. The actual

determination of such a scale requires a non-perturbative calculation. As a guidance, we use the chiral

symmetry breaking condition from Cornwall, Jackiw and Tomboulis e!ective potential [4], which has

!dC2(Rf ) > "/3 or !d > "/4 [5]. We define the dark QCD scale to have the gauge coupling satisfy

!d("dQCD) = "/4. Using the same way to calculate the SM QCD scale, we have the relation between

the proton mass and "QCD as mp ! 1.5"QCD. Using this relation, we have the dark baryon or the

dark matter mass as mD ! 1.5"dQCD. We show the values of "dQCD for di!erent matter content in

the last column of Table 2.

3

0.08 < ↵s < 0.10
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Example Model

� : (3̄, 3)1/3 Y1 : (3̄, 3)1/3 Y2 : (3̄, 3)�2/3

3 Asymmetry from Leptogenesis

Leptogenesis [6] is a well known mechanism to explain the baryon asymmetry of the universe (BAU). It

uses CP-violating, out-of-equilibrium decays of heavy righthanded neutrinos, Ni, to generate a lepton

asymmetry at high scales. This lepton asymmetry is then partially transferred into the quark sector

through electroweak sphaleron processes.

In addition to the lepton asymmetry, it is possible to also generate an asymmetry in other quantum

numbers from Ni decays [7, 8]. In the following we show how the Leptogenesis mechanism can generate

both the BAU and the DM asymmetry. Di!erent from [7, 8], both the baryon and the DM asymmetries

will be controlled by the same parameters.

Model overview

The main idea is to induce an asymmetry in the (3, 3)1/3 fermion Y1, such that "nY1
! nY1

"nȲ1
#= 0.

Note that we only write down the quantum numbers under SU(3)QCD $ SU(3)dark $U(1)B , since all

fields involved will be SU(2)weak singlets. Since Y1 carries both QCD and Dark color, its decays will

distribute the asymmetry evenly between the visible and the dark sector. In order to generate the

asymmetry, we introduce a (3, 3)1/3 scalar #, and introduce Yukawa couplings

L % kiȲ1#Ni + h.c.. (5)

where !c = C!̄T and C is the charge conjugation matrix. Here Ni, (i = 1, 2, 3) are three heavy

righthanded neutrinos with Majorana masses Mi that are also responsible to generate small SM

neutrino masses through the seesaw mechanism, and we assumeMi < Mj for i < j. Out of equilibrium

decays of N1 in the early universe can generate asymmetries "n0
Y and "n! = ""n0

Y , provided that

Im(k21(k
!
2)

2) is nonzero. An estimate of the amount of asymmetry generated from these decays will

be presented later.

Additional fields and couplings are required to allow the asymmetry to be transferred to baryons

and dark matter. We introduce a second bi-triplet Y2 transforming as (3, 3)"2/3, and Yukawa couplings

L % "1#Ȳ
c
1 Y2 + "2#Ȳ2eR + "3#X̄LdR + h.c., (6)

where eR and dR are the right-handed SM leptons and quarks, respectively. For simplicity we can

assume small mass hierarchies between the Yi and # fields. Then we can imagine the decay chains

Y1 & Ȳ2#† followed by Y2 & #eR and # & XLd̄R. The asymmetries that are initially stored in the #

4
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and Y1 fields are distributed as follows:

!ndR ! 3nB = 3!nY1
, (7)

!neR ! nL = "!nY1
, (8)

!nX ! 3nD = "3!nY1
, (9)

where we have taken into account that (dark) quarks carry 1/3 (dark) baryon number. The B " L

asymmetry is given by nB!L = 2!nY1
. Weak, Yukawa and electroweak sphaleron processes will

distribute the asymmetries across SM quarks and leptons. Assuming that also the lepton flavors

equilibrate, we can use the well known relation nB = 28/79nB!L [9, 10]. Therefore the ratio of dark

to visible matter is predicted to be

|nD|
nB

=
79

56
#

7

5
. (10)

The interactions introduced in Eq. (5) and (6) conserve a dark matter Z2 symmetry. Under this

Z2, we have the fields X, ", eR, Y1 to be odd and Y2 and Ni to be even. So, the dark matter baryon

constructed from three X field’s is Z2 odd and stable.

Asymmetry estimate

For leptogenesis to work, the lightest right-handed neutrino, N1, must decay su#ciently out of equi-

librium. This is possible if the decay rate $N1
is not too di%erent from the Hubble expansion rate of

the universe H(T = M1) at a temperature T = M1:

$N1
=

9|k1|2M1

16!
, H(T ) =

2

3

!

g!!3

5

T 2

Mpl
, (11)

where Mpl = 1.22$ 1019 GeV is the Planck mass, and g! is total number of degrees of freedom in the

universe. Depending on the exact particle content we have g! # 200 " 300, while the SM

has 106.75. The condition $N1
% H(M1) roughly translates to |k1|2 % M1/(1017 GeV), so it can

easily be satisfied for N1 masses below the Planck scale.

The CP-asymmetry in the decay N1 & Y1"† can easily be inferred from the known leptogenesis

result [11]. In the hierarchical limit, M2 ' M1, and neglecting finite temperature corrections, it is

given by [12]

" =
$(N1 & Y1"†)" $(N1 & Ȳ1")

$(N1 & Y1"†) + $(N1 & Ȳ1")
# "

3

2

1

8!

Im(k21(k
"
2)

2)

|k1|2
M1

M2
. (12)

5

nD
nB

= 79
56
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Ratios of Energy Densities

In the strong washout regime, !N1
> H(M1), the final asymmetry can be estimated as [13, 14]

QY1
(!) =

!2

6zfK1
"Qeq

N1
(0) , (13)

where Qi = ni/s are the entropy normalized particle densities, K1 = !N1
/H(M1) and zf is the freeze-

out temperature where the washout decouples, with zf " 7# 10 for K1 = 10# 100. The equilibrium

N1 density at high temperatures is approximately given by Qeq
N1

(0) $ 4/g!.

For M1 = 1013 GeV, |k1| = |k2| = 0.1, and M2 = 10M1, the CP asymmetry is of order 6 % 10!5.

Inserting the remaining approximations, we find QY1
(!) $ 2 % 10!9 sin(2#), where # is the relative

CP phase in the couplings k1,2. In comparison, the observed baryon to entropy ratio today is 9%10!11.

Therefore it is easy to see that a large enough asymmetry can be generated to explain the observed

baryon asymmetry of the universe.

4 The Matter to Dark Matter Ratio

We are now in a position to calculate the matter to dark matter ratio. Remember that in our universe,

"DM/"Baryon $ 5. The ratio of energy densities is given by

"DM

"Baryon
=

nDmD

nBmp
$

79

56

mD

mp
, (14)

The DM mass depends on the strong dynamics of dark QCD, and is therefore not calculable analyti-

cally. Due to the similarities between the confining SU(3) sectors, we can hope to obtain an estimate

for mD by comparing with QCD. The estimation of the dark matter mass is in Table 2.

Among di#erent representations, we have the representation (7, 7, 2, 2, 1, 2) to have the dark matter

mass around 3.5 GeV and the ratio "Baryon $ 4.9, which is very close to the measured value from

CMB. For other representations, we show the dark matter energy density in Fig. 1.

5 LHC and dark matter phenomenologies

So far, the chiral symmetry, SU(nfd)L % SU(nfd)R, associated with dark quarks are unbroken. To

provide masses to the otherwise massless Nambu-Goldston bosons, we adopt the Higgs portal and

introduce the dark-flavor-blind interactions, X̄XH†H/M , which can be easily UV-completed by in-

troducing a gauge singlet field S with two couplings X̄XS and SH†H. The dark pion mass has the

approximate relation: m2
"d
f2
"d

" mX$3
dQCD with the dark quark mass mX " v2EW/M . The Yukawa

coupling of dark quarks to the Higgs boson is " m2
"d
f2
"d
/(vEW $3

dQCD), which is suppressed by a power

of f2
"d
/$2

dQCD " 1/(4!)2 and will not a#ect the SM Higgs properties in a significant way.
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Figure 1: The ratios of dark matter energy over baryon energy density for di!erent models. (error
bar descriptions?)

Integrating out the " field, one can generate the operator XLdR dRXL/M2
!. After Fiertz trans-

formation, this operator becomes XL!µXL dR!µdR/M2
!. First of all, one can see that the dark parity

is broken and the dark pion can decay into SM quarks from the operator, if!d
md "d d!5d/M2

!, in the

dark chiral Lagrangian. (calculate the decay lifetime of "d.)

The e!ective operator, XL!µXL dR!µdR/M2
!, can also be used to induce both DM-nucleon spin-

independent and spin-dependent scattering. For the spin-independent scattering, we can use the

matrix elements !p|d!µd|p" = 1 !µ, !n|d!µd|n" = 2 !µ and !D|X!µX|D" = 3!µ(???). The spin-

independent scattering dark baryon-proton cross section is calculated to be

#SID!p = #
$43 2

2 32 µ2
D!p

"M4
!

= #

!

1 TeV

M!/$3

"4

# 4# 10!39 cm2 . (15)

(check the overall number # more carefully).

For the cases of #dQCD > #QCD, one can use the dark chiral Lagrangian to derive the dark pion

couplings to ordinary quarks. The number of dark Nambu-Goldston bosons is related to the dark

quark flavors and is n2
fd

$ 1. The dark pion masses are related to the bare dark quark masses, which

have not been specified here. The decays of dark pions highly depend on its masses. For masses far

above #QCD, it can decay into two QCD jets. When its mass below 3m!, it can only decay into a

pair of photons at loop level or high-multiplicity final state via o!-shell pions.

In our model, we have additional particles charged under the SM QCD. The lightest QCD charged

state " can be produced in pairs at the LHC. Each " can decay into one quark and one dark quark

7

YB, Schwaller; work in progress
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Evidence of Light Dark Matter4

timing that are transformed so that the WIMP accep-
tance regions of all detectors coincide.

After unblinding, extensive checks of the three candi-
date events revealed no data quality or analysis issues
that would invalidate them as WIMP candidates. The
signal-to-noise on the ionization channel for the three
events (ordered in increasing recoil energy) was measured
to be 6.7�, 4.9�, and 5.1�, while the charge threshold
had been set at 4.5� from the noise. A study on pos-
sible leakage into the signal band due to 206Pb recoils
from 210Po decays found the expected leakage to be neg-
ligible with an upper limit of < 0.08 events at the 90%
confidence level. The energy distribution of the 206Pb
background was constructed using events in which a co-
incident ↵ was detected in a detector adjacent to one
of the 8 Si detectors used in this analysis. Further-
more, as in the Ge analysis, we developed a Bayesian
estimate of the rate of misidentified surface events based
upon the performance of the phonon timing cut mea-
sured using events near the WIMP-search signal region
[22]. Classical confidence intervals provided similar esti-
mates [23]. Multiple-scatter events below the electron-
recoil ionization-yield region from both 133Ba calibration
andWIMP-search data were used as inputs to this model.
The final model predicts an updated surface-event leak-
age estimate of 0.41+0.20

�0.08(stat.)
+0.28
�0.24(syst.) misidentified

surface events in the eight Si detectors.

This result constrains the available parameter space
of WIMP dark matter models. We compute upper lim-
its on the WIMP-nucleon scattering cross section using
Yellin’s optimum interval method [24]. We assume a
WIMP mass density of 0.3 GeV/c2/cm3, a most probable
WIMP velocity with respect to the galaxy of 220 km/s,
a mean circular velocity of Earth with respect to the
galactic center of 232 km/s, a galactic escape velocity of
544 km/s [25], and the Helm form factor [26]. Fig. 4
shows the derived upper limits on the spin-independent
WIMP-nucleon scattering cross section at the 90% con-
fidence level (C.L.) from this analysis and a selection of
other recent results. The present data set an upper limit
of 2.4⇥ 10�41 cm2 for a WIMP of mass 10 GeV/c2. We
are completing the calibration of the nuclear recoil energy
scale using the Si-neutron elastic scattering resonant fea-
ture in the 252Cf exposures. This study indicates that our
reconstructed energy may be 10% lower than the true re-
coil energy, which would weaken the upper limit slightly.
Below 20 GeV/c2 the change is well approximated by
shifting the limits parallel to the mass axis by ⇠ 7%. In
addition, neutron calibration multiple scattering e↵ects
improve the response to WIMPs by shifting the upper
limit down parallel to the cross-section axis by ⇠ 5%.

A model of our known backgrounds, including both
energy and expected rate distributions, was constructed
for each detector and experimental run for each of the
three backgrounds considered: surface electron recoils,
neutron backgrounds, and 206Pb recoils. Simulations of
our background model yield a 5.4% probability of a sta-
tistical fluctuation producing three or more events in our

FIG. 4. Experimental upper limits (90% confidence level) for
the WIMP-nucleon spin-independent cross section as a func-
tion of WIMP mass. We show the limit obtained from the ex-
posure analyzed in this work alone (black dots), and combined
with the CDMS II Si data set reported in [22] (blue solid line).
Also shown are limits from the CDMS II Ge standard [11] and
low-threshold [27] analysis (dark and light dashed red), EDEL-
WEISS low-threshold [28] (orange diamonds), XENON10 S2-
only [29] (light dash-dotted green), and XENON100 [30] (dark
dash-dotted green). The filled regions identify possible signal
regions associated with data from CoGeNT [31] (magenta,
90% C.L., as interpreted by Kelso et al. including the e↵ect
of a residual surface event contamination described in [32]),
DAMA/LIBRA [16, 33] (yellow, 99.7% C.L.), and CRESST
[18] (brown, 95.45% C.L.) experiments. 68% and 90% C.L.
contours for a possible signal from these data are shown in
blue and cyan, respectively. The asterisk shows the maxi-
mum likelihood point at (8.6 GeV/c2, 1.9⇥ 10�41 cm2).

signal region.

This model of our known backgrounds was used to in-
vestigate the data in the context of a WIMP+background
hypothesis. We performed a profile likelihood analysis in
which the background rates were treated as nuisance pa-
rameters and the WIMP mass and cross section were
the parameters of interest. The highest likelihood is
found for a WIMP mass of 8.6 GeV/c2 and a WIMP-
nucleon cross section of 1.9⇥10�41 cm2. The goodness-
of-fit test of this WIMP+background hypothesis results
in a p-value of 68%, while the background-only hypoth-
esis fits the data with a p-value of 4.5%. A profile like-
lihood ratio test including the event energies finds that
the data favor the WIMP+background hypothesis over
our background-only hypothesis with a p-value of 0.19%.
Though this result favors a WIMP interpretation over
the known-background-only hypothesis, we do not be-
lieve this result rises to the level of a discovery.

�SI
�N / A2 fp = fn

CDMS, 1304.4279
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Isospin Violation Dark Matter

He and Tandean, 
1304.6058
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FIG. 2: Darkon-proton cross-section !
p
el

in THDM+D with isospin-violating darkon-nucleon couplings
[orange curve and (lightly shaded) light-orange region below it] compared with the direct search results
from Fig. 1(b) reproduced using WIMP-nucleon couplings satisfying fn = !0.7fp.

III. CONCLUSIONS

The three excess events detected by CDMS II may have been the first evidence of WIMP colli-
sions with ordinary matter. Most of the WIMP parameter space implied by the data can evade all
the bounds from other direct detection experiments if the WIMP interactions violate isospin signif-
icantly. We have explored this new development in the two-Higgs-doublet model slightly expanded
with the addition of a real gauge-singlet scalar particle, the darkon, acting as the WIMP, taking
into account the Higgs data from the LHC and Planck determination of the relic density. We find
that this model can comfortably account for the discovered Higgs boson and the low-mass WIMP
that may have been observed by CDMS II.
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Interpreting the Current Data
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Phenomenological Fit
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